NON-SETTLING PARTY: WRITE 4 U (PUBLISHING)/TREASA FENNIE

We, the Non-Settling Party object to the Settling Party's request for 98% of both funds.

The Settling party failed to submit accurate statistical information. Due to a breach of contract with labels and producers, Non-Settling Party: Treasa Fennie/Write 4 U's name(s) were not included on high earning song titles; therefore accurate sales data would unjustly misrepresent Non-settling party's fair share of royalty distributions.

song title: Young Hearts / KOT failed to credit Treasa Fennie as the Featured Artist instead the producer illegally replaced Ms. Fennie's name credit. As a result, AARC (Settling Party) was unable to credit Featured artist to Ms. Fennie. In addition, recent discovery KOT, who breached Ms. Fennie, is a member of AARC.

song title: Heal My Heart does include Ms. Fennie as Featured artist but has breached by failure to compensate Ms. Fennie.

Non-Settling Party request that the CRB, grant us 50% of Dart Distribution.

Respectfully,

Write 4 U